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Galac-Tac

talisman-games.com

A Greater Destiny Awaits!

The Masters are gone!
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Phoenix
Beyond the Stellar Empire

Into the Great Beyond
of the Phoenix:BSE Forum

Where To Start?

Indeed, that seems to me to be perhaps the
most striking question of all, for what awaits
you there is more than just a game, more than
just a modern day take on a game with ancient
roots into the genre that is play by mail
gaming. For the forum, itself, is a cosmos all
its own, one that you can easily get lost in for
hours - even days - at a time. If you plan to
visit it, be sure to pack a lunch.

While it is the game, itself (Phoenix:BSE), that
tends to get all of the attention, the forum that
accompanies this sacred relic from the PBM
era is a galactic treasure in its own right. If
your intent, however, is to read all that lies
therein, then abandon hope all ye who enter
here - for it would take the proverbial lifetime
to ever accomplish something of that
magnitude! For vast, indeed, are the postings
that await you, here. Thousands upon
thousands upon thousands!

I joined the Phoenix:BSE forum back in the
year 2010, and while there are often long gaps
between my treks there, my affinity for this

place has never diminished. I say that, having
never really even played the game, aside from
a minor and fleeting attempt to play the starter
missions once upon a number of stardates
back.

As Good A Place As Any

It was my most recent visit, here, one of
several that occurred on October 15th, 2022,
that is due credit for my decision to author this
article for Issue #14 of PBM Unearthed.
Specifically, a posting by forum user Kryten
about a giant ant species in a discussion
thread titled The Book of Species (on Page 2
of that thread), and a different thread titled
The Hive, which was started by another forum
user called bradbananas.

Phoenix:BSE is a game that revolves around
Affiliations. The vast majority of affiliations
are controlled by players - well, the active
ones, anyway. It appears that a few, as in a
relative handful, are controlled by the GM for
story arc purposes. No doubt, though, there
are countless others could explain it to you far
better than I.

Charles            Mosteller
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Giant Ants!

I've long been a fan of the concept of giant
ants. I suggested to Rick McDowell years ago
that he add giant ants to his PBM lineal
descendant that is Alamaze. There was hope
in recent years of giant ants finding their way
into Alamaze, but they didn't end up making it.
The programmer there, Mike, confirmed that to
me not so very long ago. Drats!

And for those who read Suspense &
Decision back when I published it, you may
even recall a giant ant that was featured in a
PBM ad in Issue #17.

So, it is without any qualms that I profess my
long-standing love for giant ants in the context
of science fiction settings. I would take this
opportunity to commend Phoenix:BSE forum
user, Kryten, for his eminently good taste in
what affiliation to play.

I no longer publish Suspense & Decision, but
Jon Capps of Talisman Consulting does, now.
Have you bothered to subscribe to the new
Suspense & Decision? Go do that, now.

The Hollowing Out

As for that discussion thread called The Hive,
it's actually more interesting for its back and
forth about the supposed hollowing out of the
game, and how new players choosing to
resurrect Hive and playing it on their own
(versus joining other affiliations with more
players in them).

In the span of time that I have browsed and
read the postings in the Phoenix:BSE forum, if
there's anything that has definitely been
interesting to me is the diversity of opinions
that I have encountered on subjects that get
discussed there. I would, however, suggest
that if you visit the forum, there, be sure to
keep in mind that such opinions, even ones
fervently held, should not be confused with the
truth incarnate.

I can certainly think of numerous other
candidates for laying blame for the hollowing
out of Phoenix:Beyond the Stellar Empire.
Assuming that the term "hollowing out" is even
accurate to begin with, does anybody really
believe that multiple different causes would lie
at the foundation of such a problem?

What's In A Name?

The term "affiliation" - what does that mean,
anyway? The Introduction Manual for the
game, which is only a mere 9 pages in length,
describes affiliations as follows:

Each affiliation is a group of players
with the same overriding goals.

The 122 page Rulebook for Phoenix:BSE
describes affiliations as:
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Affiliations are a collection of assets
that adhere to a profile based on
location, species and or history.

The Rulebook also elaborates on the few
affiliations that are controlled by the GM:

A few affiliations are completely
controlled by the game (i.e. the Game
Master). These affiliations have their
own profiles and normally have assets.
They cannot be joined by players and
interaction with the affiliation is normally
through special actions. 

For my own part, I can't say that the term,
itself - affiliations - has ever been a temptation
of any form. Maybe I am just more partial to
the term "empires," but by this point in time, I
suspect that the term affiliations has long-
since become hard-baked into permanence.

I don't want to be an affiliation-jumper (as
many have been).

A lot of the affiliations come across as
dreadfully boring in their chosen names
and descriptions.

The term affiliations is of far less importance to
me than a great many other things associated
with the game. I have known about
Phoenix:Beyond the Stellar Empire for a very
long time. I joined the forum there more than a
decade ago. My interest in the game isn't
fleeting, yet I have resisted, quite literally for
years on end, becoming a paying player of the
game, due primarily to a couple of things:

Compelling would-be newcomers to join
existing factions that they view to be boring
from the get-go is a real interest killer. I don't
speak for everyone, of course, nor do I have
any desire to, but repeating the "join an
existing faction" is a mantra that is no more
persuasive, now, than it was the very first time
that I encountered it, years ago.

How do I Create my Own Empire?

The FAQ page of the Phoenix:BSE website
tells you how you can create your own empire.
But, wait! Are affiliations the exact, same thing
as empires? My gut instinct wants me to reply
with both yes and no to that question. Maybe
they are, but if that is the case, then why not
just call them empires, instead?

Regardless, that FAQ page is well worth
visiting. Shall we take a look at what it says on
the subject of creating your own
empire...er...affiliation in the game that is
Phoenix:Beyond the Stellar Empire? Sure,
let's do that, and we can do that by turning the
page. Let's go there, now, OK? 
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The FAQ page states that there are two
methods of carving a niche for yourself in the
Peripheries.

The first method is to create your own
affiliation from scratch while the second
is to take over where somebody else
left off.

If you're new and just starting out, it's highly
unlikely that you will have the one million
stellars required to just up and start your own
affiliation. Even if you did have that much in-
game currency, there are still limits on what
your affiliation can be. Want to be a race of
machines, like in the Terminator movies? If so,
then you're out of luck. if you're willing to settle
for something less, such as a race of Cyborgs,
then you might just be good to go, though.
Me? I just don't have any desire to play a
cyborg position. This sort of thing comes into
play where role-playing is concerned. If your
heart isn't in it, then how effective will your
role-playing be, and how long would one be
likely to rope-play something that their heart
isn't in?

Back to that FAQ page, though. Let's take a
closer look at a few things that it says about
creating your own empire.

Creating your own affiliation can be
achieved by leaving an affiliation and
taking all your assets with you providing
you have 1 million stellars in your
political account. Once you are
independent, you issue a special action
declaring your new affiliation, i.e. giving
it a name and a three-letter acronym.
An example would be Periphery
Defence Force (PDF). The Game 
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Master will then put this data into the
game and promote your political to a
Periphery Director.

Alternatively should you bump into a
faction within the game that are not
represented by an affiliation, you can
leave your affiliation and use a special
action to become the representatives of
the faction you have found. For
example, a player finds an isolated
world populated by a technologically
advanced group of humans that
apparently ended up there some
decades ago by accident. The player
issues a special action and declares
that he will represent these people in
the game from this point onwards. Note
that there are often consequences to
these sorts of actions.

As stated above, more commonly a
player can take over an established
affiliation. From time to time the real
world interferes with the game and
players have to leave. As a
consequence a small faction such as
either of the ones mentioned above
becomes uncontrolled. Presuming that
you know of this (through rumours,
talking with players etc), you can ask to
take over the affiliation. All assets will
be transferred to your control.

And there you have it, straight from the horse's
mouth, itself, the Phoenix:BSE website. The
FAQ page covers a lot more than just that,

though, so don't just read the small portions
quoted here. It's don't a real long page,
though, so don't get antsy about it, pardon the
ant pun. You'll have the entire FAQ read in no
time, at all. I'm sure of it.

A Rich History of Many Years

From my perspective on the outside looking in,
Phoenix:Beyond the Stellar Empire has a rich
history, indeed. Yet, to track it all down, one
has to become a galactic archaeologist, of
sorts. Such an undertaking can be quite time-
consuming. Even then, a sizeable chunk of
what you might find to be interesting, from a
historical perspective, isn't accessible by the
public at large. You didn't really expect that all
such important matters are open for just
anyone to see, now did you?

Even still, there's a lot to encounter and see,
where the history of the game is concerned.
The search function of the site, however, isn't
geared towards tracking down the scattered
histories that collectively form the historical
record for the game. The search function has
been improved over time. I know this for a
fact, because one of my own suggestions in
this area was implemented by Darak (the
programmer), there, several years back. As
affiliations all have a three-letter affiliation
code, I had sought to be able to do searches
in the forum there with as few as three letters.
That change has been helpful, and I am
appreciative of it, and it's certainly nice to do
searches for affiliation codes, even if most of
my searches there aren't for those codes,
specifically.

For the very reason that the forum there is so
thick with postings in it, being able to look for
something so prevalent (affiliation codes),
matters. After all, players of the game routinely
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abbreviate, by referring to affiliations by their
affiliation codes, rather than bother to type out
the actual names of the affiliations, in most
instances. To be unable to look affiliations up
by their affiliation codes, then, is more
constraining than it might at first glance seem
on the surface to be.

Players of Great Longevity

One of the most priceless of treasures that
Phoenix:Beyond the Stellar Empire has going
for it is that it has numerous players of many
years experience.

But are they helpful, and are they willing to
help those that are new to the game, or who
might be considering playing the game? In a
nutshell, yes, they are - and more than you
might expect, if you are brand new and
nothing to go on.

Where the supposed hollowing out of the
game is concerned, though, it is the loss of
long term players, far more so than new
players trying to start or resurrect an affiliation
on their own, that is the problem.

In my recent visits to the forum there, I have
done numerous searches for forum users with
hundreds or thousands of forum postings to
their credit, only to encounter a good many
whose postings ended either months or years
back. To lose players with years of in-game
experience and forum postings to their credit
is to lose the equivalent of irreplaceable
assets. That some new players try the game
and play for only a relatively little while is
largely neither here not there, for how many
new players does it take to reach an
equivalent level of forum postings and in-game
experience? Fortunately, Phoenix:BSE
continues to retain numerous players of the

very experienced variety.

A lot of what impacts new players' choices and
decisions lie beyond the control of even the
committed cadre of very experienced players. 

New players bring with them, and quite
naturally so, their own expectations and their
own imaginations. Even if there resides a lot of
sage wisdom and sound practical advice in
many of the suggestions that experienced
players contribute, for a science fiction-based
PBM game of this nature, new players will
frequently want to do their own thing, as much
as experience players like to do their own
things. Ultimately, there's only just so much
that experienced players have control over. 

The Art of Persuasion

The Art of Persuasion is ever and always a
challenge. How does one persuade new
players to stay longer than they do on
average? For that matter, what does it take to
change the mind of a very experienced player,
who has either quit playing or is on the verge
of quitting, and bringing their time in the game
to an end? 

Such intractable questions. Sometimes in life,
the answers do not come easy, if they come at
all.

Regardless, I do encourage all readers of
PBM Unearthed to take a look at
Phoenix:Beyond the Stellar Empire. The
game is ever in development, in a bid to
continually improve it. It's been around a good,
long while, and as such, it might well be just
what you're looking for.

At worst, you might just end up meeting some
really nice people, whether you play or not.
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Renaissance
RENAISSANCE is a multi-player, PBEM and

PBM, historical simulation game running

continuously since 1981. It features a variety

of military options, an elaborate mercantile

system that makes use of the inter-

relationships among some two hundred

types of trade goods available for trade,

plus feudal, ecclesiastical and municipal

hierarchical organizations. All this takes

place on a worldwide backdrop of 4,000

locations, each of which is heavily

researched and reflects over one hundred

pieces of data. Actions are carried out by

characters (referred to as "personae") who

belong to historical families. Families consist

of one to five personae controlled by one

player.

Moves are due once every three weeks. Turn
results are sent out within 48 hours of the due
date for orders. The fee to control a family is
$4.40. There is an additional fee of 20 cents
per action ordered. Players whose account is
fully up to date as of the due date for the turn
receive a credit of $1.50.

For a free set of rules, or to join the game,
contact:

cjxanthos@gmail.com

REN1493 is a smaller, online version of
RENAISSANCE that is set in Italy and adjacent
areas. Actions can be carried out by the player
at any time. There is no fee for playing one
character. 

To join this game, contact: 

cjxanthos@gmail.com
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Clash
of

Legends
 

The pictures
are from when

players
organized an
around the

clock one turn
per hour

championship.
Yes, turns

every hour. As
it is all

automated, it
is kinda easy to

make people
happy with
these crazy

ideas.
GM Team
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PBM Links
Agema
Alamaze
Austerlitz
Atlantis Miskatonic
Atlantis: New Origins
Atlantis PbeM
Clash of Legends
Combat Conditional Podcast
Company Commander
Diplomacy World
Duel2
DungeonWorld
Engarde!
Eressea
Extra Time
Extra Time: Chairman
Flagship
Forgotten Realms
Galac-Tac
Heroic Fantasy
Hyborian War

Ilkor: Dark Rising
It's A Crime
KnightGuild
Legends
Middle-earth PBM
Monster Island
PBeM - Spiele
Phoenix: Beyond the Stellar Empire
Quest
Quest of the Great Jewels
REN1493
Renaissance
RSW: Retro Space Wars
Star Fleet Warlord
StarWeb
SuperNova: Rise of the Empire
Suspense & Decision
Tabletop Spirit
The Isles PBM
TribeNet
Victory! The Battle for Europe
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PBM News

As far as stats go, there are 21 ongoing
games as of today, with almost 300 active
players.

GM Team
All feedback is appreciated.

Join new games at:
http://clashlegends.com/

Renaissance

The latest Renaissance turn was relatively
peaceful except for an attempt by a
member of the Columbus family to
capture by assault the grain-supplying
Algerian town of Tlemcen. The town has
maximum fortification and was defended
by 4,633 auxiliaries, 70 arquebusiers, 9
pikemen and 438 garrison troops with
above average morale. The attackers
consisted of 54,177 auxiliaries, 547
arquebusiers and 99 pikemen with
maximum morale. The battle lasted
through thirteen stages during which the
defenders were reduced to 2,441 men and
the attackers' remaining 23,591 men had
their morale brought below their retreat
point, forcing their commander to break
off the assault. Capturing the town will
require more troops and a big increase in
the morale of the old troops, which can be
accomplished gradually through
exhortative sermons, cash bonuses and
alcohol.

Constantine

Contact: cjxanthos@gmail.com

Clash of Legends

Clash of Legends has been running automated
games since 2006. That gives the players
games that run on time, no delays. Also,
options for weekly frequency, the most
common, but also daily, every 3 days, bi-
weekly and many more options.

Did we mention that it is forever free?

As far as scenarios and variants go, the battle
for Westeros is the most popular with a few
games starting every month. Followed by
Tolkien’s battle of Dwarves and Orcs focused
on early times of Mordor and Anor is a
condensed map. And the best for beginners is
the Battle of Greece where one can play the
300 of Sparta to resist Persia.

We also just finished the alpha (daily) game of
Tolkien’s first age where Morgoth and Sauron
are alongside balrogs, dragons and first are
Elves that saw the lights of the tree of life.

From PBM Companies & GMs
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PBM News (continued)
 

Where's everyone else?

If PBM companies and GMs would spare just
five sentences (or even less) of news and
games forming, it would collectively add up to
a lot.

Maybe they'll do better, come next issue.

Did you know?

That advertising for PBM and other turn-based
games is free in PBM Unearthed!

Are you?

Getting your fair share of ad space and news
space in each and every issue of PBM
Unearthed?

If not, why not??

What are YOU waiting for???

Tabletop Spirit magazine
It’s FREE to SUBSCRIBE!

Tabletop Spirit magazine
It’s FREE to SUBSCRIBE!
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Not your Daddy's Midgard…

Discord
https://discord.gg/knightguild

Website & Forums
www.knightguild.com
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TribeNet
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Why play by mail?

It’s an interesting question, and one that has
many answers. For me, it was meeting other
Saturnalia players at a bus stop in Newcastle
(see episode 1), for others, it’s coming from a
gaming background but moving home
somewhere where you don’t know anyone.

That was true in the 1980s, pre-internet. When
PBM was stamps and paper. Can’t find anyone
to play with? (stop sniggering at the back)
Plenty PBM games advertised in the small ads
in White Dwarf magazine. But it needs someone 

to explain the concept to you, particularly if
rôle-playing games are your thing. Statistic
based wargames are easier to get your head
around – they lend themselves to regular turn
based gaming. Rôle playing games are a bit
different; the events in a turn can last a matter
of seconds, or can span a week. Roy (GM of The
Isles) makes this clear in most of his emails.
Give yourself options.

But I, as ever, digress.

As I wrote in my last stream of consciousness,
writing can really help your mental health, PBM
writing can help you get that novel (that
allegedly everyone has in them) onto paper
(See David Parker-Ross, who’s successfully
turned his favourite PBM character into a
series of books).

Dedicated to Ken Borer
*Ken Borer ran a PBM fanzine called Interactive Fiction.

Why Play By Mail?
Richard Lockwood

Getting back to the point, playing a PBM game
gives you an outlet for creativity. I, for several
years, ran an Over The Table Dungeons and
Dragons game. It was a great way to spend a
Sunday afternoon; a big stack of beer and
packets of fags (cigarettes, for our US readers)
round the table. People who’d never played
(indeed, had openly mocked) RPGs before,
really getting into it. Flatfish the Flatulent - half
orc fighter, a dwarf healer (whose name eludes
me) who died, but their soul was transferred
into a golden amulet, and a cat called “Bollox”,
who fired off a random magical effect
whenever anyone spoke his name… Players 

really got into it, and between D&D sessions
would talk to each other about it, plotting and
scheming.

A couple of those players, who’d never’ve
considered rôle playing games got into it, and
tried out PBM.

I’m not in touch with any of that group these
days (apart from Flatfish), but a sense of
humour, regular interaction with the GM, and
obviously, Cigarettes and Alcohol kept the
group going. (And my regular shags with Wanda
Wonderwand, before the rest of the players
turned up - Charles, you can edit that bit out if
you like) 

With PBM, interaction is everything. Ilkor has a
lovely website, where “Tavern Talk” lets you 
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know what other characters are up to – like a
real time Saturnalia newsletter. The Isles – Roy
posts up stuff on Bookface regularly, regarding
the politics, and big events in the world. Just
sending in your turn isn’t enough. It’s a social
activity, counter-intuitive though it might be.

It’s interaction. While you may be miles away
from a group of rôleplayers or wargamers,
postal gaming can give you that thrill, and
additionally, there’s that antici…pation. But,
there are pub meets, conventions, and
convivial ales to have with your allies, or
opponents. It’s worthwhile traveling to them,
occasionally, to meet your fellow players.

Make friends, and murder them – or help them
invade China! It’s up to you, but you’ll make
friends. 

At the end of the day, while everybody reading
this is already a PBMer, tell your friends,
hopefully the stuff above will help getting
them to give it a go.

Hans sends his love.

A photo of
some very

early
Xanoth

materials
sent to
Richard

Lockwood
six years
ago by
Dave

Phelan.
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Lesser Magellanic Cloud.

30-1213: The LiftPort, Inc
(410) and Harsh Reality
(638) Corporations decided
to have it out today over in
hex 30-1213. In a 3 turn
battle, the attacking fleet (F-
POL (M) "Masterson“ and
G-BDD "Spinecrusher")
destroyed defender (T-NDD
"Aryx-1"). LiftPort,
Inc, the attacking Corp, had
a total AF of 54 versus a DF
of 32. 

Can you say retaliation?

Build your fleet and race for

for domination of the

play-by-e-mail.com
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Eyes On Customer Service

Phoenix:BSE
Raven Zachary

10/03/2022

KJC Games fixed my IP conflict and
my new account has setup steps now.
No email response from them on my
customer support email. I just
noticed it works now.

I'm not entirely sure why a GM would
fix something and not reply to the
email, but hey, I've seen this several
times across multiple PBM games
now. I think it's probably that email is
a burden and people aren't as
organized as I assume they are.
Everyone is busy, no one seems to
like email anymore.

Phoenix:BSE
Mister E

10/03/2022

I've been trying to play a couple of KJC
games for months with no response.

Phoenix:BSE
Raven Zachary

 09/28/2022

I'm trapped in a weird state
where my old Phoenix: BSE
account from years ago and
my new account from today
are conflicting because they
are trying to log in from the
same IP address and
Phoenix: BSE must have
some basic security features
to stop players from running
multiple positions (a player
could just use a VPN service
to bypass this, though). My
intent was to sign up with a
new account and go through
the onboarding process from
start to finish, but my new
account won't give me any
missions and onboarding due
to the IP conflict, and my old
account is in a state where I
can't easily try the game out
multiple years later,
probably because I started
to try it out many years ago
and never finished the
onboarding process at that
time.

PROBLEM
RESOLVED

Phoenix:BSE
Tallsoldier
10/04/2022

I started PBSE just over a
week ago… I had problems
with connecting my KJC
account to my game
position and even messaged
them via FB messenger but
no response. That said, it
got sorted even with no
feedback.

DungeonWorld
Raven Zachary

09/28/2022

The GM is friendly but is
sometimes slow to respond
to emails or doesn't
respond at all. This is a
problem that plagues a lot
of PBMs, unfortunately.
When it's a side gig and GMs
work on games in their free
time, it's no fun spending all
that free time replying to
emails, I get it. I have
empathy for this, but as a
player, I need to be able to
ask questions and get
responses in a timely
manner as it may impact my
orders for the next turn. 
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Hi Charles,

Thanks for running my "ad" (for
Renaissance) in your lovely publication.
There was a time when our games were
cutting-edge. It's a shame that technical
progress has pushed PBM so far down
the road towards obsolescence.

Keep up the good work.

Constantine

Editor's note: Constantine, you're quite
welcome for the running of the ad for
your game, Renaissance. If only more
PBM companies and GMs would send in
ads for their games, as well. But I can't
make them send anything in.

Cutting-edge is a funny term. The VHS
versus Beta battle of prior years popped
into my head, just now. Cutting-edge
doesn't always prevail, and while PBM
as a genre may not be viewed to be
cutting-edge, that is not to say that the

entertainment that PBM games provides is
somehow of a second-rate variety. It is my
current, ongoing experience that PBM games
are as entertaining as ever, plus there is a
value and a quality associated with at least
some PBM games that isn't subject to
technological hair-splitting.

The funny thing about PBM gaming is that,
while it may not seem new to those of us who
have been doing it a while, to someone who
has never given it a try before, it is a new
experience. A lot of the stigma which has been
attached to PBM gaming over the years boils
down to how one chooses to look at the
gaming scene.

As an example, there's no difference in the
feelings that an envelope with turn results in it
for my Hyborian War turns evokes, whenever
turn results arrive in my mailbox now,
compared to when I first started playing the
game way back in the 1980s. In a nutshell, as
long as one can read, then one can enjoy play
by mail games, today, as much as one can
enjoy video games, computer games, board
games, and car games, today. PBM and PBEM
games retain a very strong claim to being able
to entertain, no matter what technological
spin that detractors seek to apply to them, in a
bid to write them off as obsolete and from the
past.

Here's the thing, Constantine, having fun never
becomes obsolete. And whenever anybody
engages in gaming of any type, even including
PBM gaming, they are on the cutting edge -
because having fun is what games of any and
every genre or medium is about! I'm not an
advocate of anybody giving up other types of
gaming, just to play PBM. Rather, PBM gaming
can supplement one's other gaming activities.
PBM is like gaming chocolate. It's yummy!
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The Isles PBM
Really enjoying The Isles -

a slow burning
adventure, but so many

potential plot twists.
Thank you Roy!

Richard Lockwood

https://the-isles.co.uk/
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Where's Hans?

The Red Well

Wellingborough. Number 11.

PBM'S
SUPER
AGENT

PBM's Super Agent and his trusty sidekick

SAVING PBM ONE ALE AT A TIME!
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